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ABSTRACT
This demonstration paper introduces native test-driven development capabilities that have been implemented in an agent-oriented programming language, in particular as extensions of AgentSpeak. We showcase how these capabilities can facilitate the testing and continuous integration of agents in JaCaMo multi-agent systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Agent-Oriented Programming (AOP) [9] is a programming paradigm that provides first-class abstractions for instilling autonomous behavior into software systems. Over the past decades, research on AOP has emerged as a key direction within the domain of Engineering Multi-Agent Systems (EMAS), leading to the development of a diverse range of tools and platforms that support AOP [8]. While these technologies have not yet been widely adopted by the software engineering mainstream, from an academic perspective, the technology ecosystem can be considered thriving [7].

In modern software tool-chains, testing and Quality Assurance (QA) plays a major role. This applies in particular in the context of (at least partially) autonomous and distributed agent-oriented systems, where reliable governance is a key concern [6] and implementation or operation errors can have disastrous consequences [5]. Although first works that are concerned with the development of QA-related capabilities for AOP have recently emerged [1, 2], so far, no testing utilities for any agent-oriented programming language appear to exist. In this paper, we address this issue by presenting testing capabilities for the AgentSpeak AOP language, in particular for the AgentSpeak dialect that is supported by the Jason interpreter [4], which in turn is part of the JaCaMo framework [3] for developing multi-agent systems. We conceptualize the testing approach, describe its architecture, provide examples, and finally conclude the paper with a future outlook.

2 TEST-DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT FOR AGENT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING
In modern software engineering, developers commonly apply Test-Driven Development (TDD) approaches, in which a large portion of the tests is written during or even ahead of the implementation of the actual program code. The assumption is that specifying the exact desired behavior of a software component before or alongside the implementation facilitates a more rigorous assessment of the component and ensures testing is not cut short because of time shortage caused by incorrect or imprecise estimations. Generally, it is considered good practice to focus automated testing efforts on unit tests of small components that can and hence should be tested in a rigorous manner. The overall system (or system of systems) can then be covered with less dense integration tests and End-to-End (E2E) tests. The latter cannot cover all possible input and environment configurations because of the explosion in combinatorial options (even for fairly small systems) but they can potentially catch unexpected behavior of components that seemingly work correctly from a lower-level perspective.

![Figure 1: Overview: proposed levels of agent-oriented testing.](image)

From an agent-oriented view, unit tests cover behavior that is independent of the agent abstraction and that can be tested as a function, rule, or method call without side effects: the agent’s internal state, the environment and the states and behaviors of other agents do not play a role in this context. In contrast, single agent tests rely on the agent’s internal state (its beliefs) or the state of the environment, whereas multi-agent tests consider interactions with other agents (analogous to how integration tests verify the interaction of several software components). Finally Full MAS (Multi-Agent System) tests cover the entire software system end-to-end (E2E), even considering non-MAS components such as reactive Web services or graphical user interfaces. Figure 1 depicts the test pyramid from a traditional software engineering perspective and contrasts it with an agent-oriented test pyramid. Note that conceptually, we consider end-to-end full MAS tests as out-of-scope for a testing technology that is tied to a specific AOP language because...
traditionally, end-to-end tests are not provided by programming language-specific test suits.

The testing features introduced in this paper contributes to the state-of-the-art technology-wise and conceptually. Regarding the former, they are the first testing abstractions introduced to an AOP language (unit level). Regarding the latter, they elevate the relevance of goals for test-driven development, checking whether an agent will eventually (or given a specific time constraint) reach a goal, either in a single-agent or multi-agent setup (single agent and multi-agent level). A demonstration video is available at https://youtu.be/395OHpuCLLs.

### 3 TESTING CAPABILITIES OF JACAMO

To cover the three lower levels of the agent-oriented test pyramid as displayed in Figure 1, an AOP testing feature has been implemented for JaCaMo. JaCaMo’s agent-oriented testing feature allows for the instantiation of one main agent per test file, as well as for the instantiation of several mock agents; in addition to mock agents, the main (to-be-tested) agent may interact with other agents (and artifacts) that have been implemented in a traditional manner. The tester agent inherits the abilities of the main agent, which enables it to have testing plans that check whether the main agent can reach an expected internal state (for example: belief adoption) or specific goals. Whenever a corresponding assertion fires, the tester agent reports the result (pass or fail). Figure 2 depicts the architecture of the testing capabilities as described above. Note that a more comprehensive tutorial is available online at https://github.com/jacaMo/jacaMo/tree/master/doc/tutorials/tdd.

```java
import acl
art1
act/perceive

@[test]
+!testDistance <-
  distance(0,0,3,3,D) <-
  !assert_equals(7.320, RET, 0.01).

average of their preferences:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>ASSyntax.parseNumber(&quot;20&quot;)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

As can be seen, the AgentSpeak test is substantially more concise. The Java-based pendant to the test follows below:

```java
public void testRandom() throws Exception {
  Agent ag = new Agent();
  ag.init();
  new jasonstdlib.set_random_seed().execute(
    ag.getTS(),
    new Unifier(),
    new Term[] { ASSyntax.parseNumber("20") } );
  InternalAction ia_r = (InternalAction) ag.getIA(".random");
  double retFunc = new jason.functions.Random().evaluate(
    ag.getTS(),
    new Term[] { ASSyntax.parseNumber("10") } );
  assertEquals(7.320, retFunc, 0.01);
}
```

As can be seen, the AgentSpeak test is substantially more concise. The Java-based test requires 15 lines of code and 521 characters (without spaces). In contrast, the test written in AgentSpeak requires five lines of code and merely 110 characters.

### 4 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we described the introduction and application of test-driven development capabilities to the JaCaMo framework for developing multi-agent systems and in particular to JaCaMo’s AgentSpeak interpreter. Considering that AgentSpeak is not only an agent-oriented, but also a logic programming language, future work could, for example, study the introduction of testing capabilities to other logic programming approaches.
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